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Abstract

per second. Wide-area large format imagery is also
known by several other terms including wide-area aerial
surveillance (WAAS), wide-area persistent surveillance
(WAPS), Large Volume Streaming Data (LVSD) and
wide-area motion imagery (WAMI) [1, 4, 5, 6]. LoFT
performs feature fusion by comparing a target appearance model within a search region using feature likelihood maps which estimates the likelihood of each pixel
with the search window belonging to part of the target. The tracking system follows the paradigm of object tracking using an initial template or object appearance model. An object is tracked through a sequence
of images by extracting an exemplar image patch in
the first frame and then matching to the best local image patch or region in subsequent frames using feature
operators and feature fusion [1, 2]. Appearance modeling or adapting to changes in object appearance has
been handled in different ways in the past, either by
using target observations [7, 8], fusing multiple sources
of sensor information [9, 10], parts-based deformable
templates [11, 12], as a learning problem using on-line
boosting [13], or online multiple instance boosting [14],
while earlier techniques used offline classifier training
[15, 16]. Offline learning requires training on a set of
image patches which introduces more complexity as the
accuracy then depends on factors such as the amount
of variation in the image patches, the training method
used, size of the training set and avoiding overtraining. Recently, sparse representation for object classification based tracking methods are actively being investigated [17, 18], but L1 minimization is computationally expensive, especially when very high dimensional
feature vectors are used and appearance adaptation is
still challenging even using sparse models.

Visual feature-based tracking systems need to adapt
to variations in the appearance of an object and in the
scene for robust performance. Though these variations
may be small for short time steps, they can accumulate over time and deteriorate the quality of the matching process across longer intervals. Tracking in aerial
imagery can be challenging as viewing geometry, calibration inaccuracies, complex flight paths and background changes combined with illumination changes,
and occlusions can result in rapid appearance change
of objects. Balancing appearance adaptation with stability to avoid tracking non-target objects can lead to
longer tracks which is an indicator of tracker robustness. The approach described in this paper can handle affine changes such as rotation by explicit orientation estimation, scale changes by using a multiscale
Hessian edge detector and drift correction by using segmentation. We propose an appearance update approach
that handles the ‘drifting’ problem using this adaptive
scheme within a tracking environment that is comprised
of a rich feature set and a motion model.

1. Introduction
The wide-area tracking system, LoFT [1, 2], is an
appearance-based single object tracker that uses a set
of image features comprised of gradient orientation information using histogram of oriented gradients, gradient magnitude, intensity maps, median binary patterns [3] and shape indices based on eigenvalues of
the Hessian matrix. LoFT robustly tracks vehicles
in wide-area large format (WALF) video that is airborne imagery characterized by large spatial coverage,
high resolution of about 25 cm GSD (Ground Sampling Distance) and low frame rate of a few frames
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A typical assumption in appearance-based tracking is that the object’s visual representation does not
change significantly across a sequence of frames. Al337

though this assumption may hold over short intervals
for high frame rate full motion video, it is often not
valid across longer time intervals, lower frame rates and
abrupt changes in the environment or imaging conditions. One (naive) approach to accommodate appearance changes, is to update the target appearance model
on every frame based on the results from the matching
algorithm. Updating on every frame can lead to instabilities in representing the target due to variations
in scene conditions and partial occlusions which leads
to the drifting problem, while updating less frequently
can result in the model missing appearance changes
that are important for continuous tracking. Making
this tradeoff is referred to as the stability-plasticity
dilemma [19, 13]. The way our proposed approach handles this dilemma is by trying to balance between naive
updating on every frame and a no update scheme using a single fixed template, by estimating when there
is significant change in the appearance prior to an update. Model updates can occur when there is a rapid
change in pose of the object or illumination change
thus maintaining plasticity, on the other hand when
the changes in orientation, scale or illumination is very
small then an update is not performed and contributes
to model stability. This article is aimed at studying the
adaptation scheme tradeoffs and their impact on producing longer tracks using the challenging CLIF widearea imagery dataset [20]. Appearance adaptation also
can improve performance on event detection and video
indexing tasks [21]. The following sections describe
the appearance measurement model, appearance update with drift correction, and experimental evaluation
using wide-area motion imagery.

the criteria for updating followed by a description of
the update strategies.

2.1. Extracting an Approximate Template
We assume that the tracking position localization is
satisfactory so that we can extract an image patch with
the same parameters as the initialized template model
or the previously updated appearance model. The localization using the fused feature conditional likelihood
map of the target is given by [2],
(xk+1 , yk+1 ) = arg max L(Ik+1 (x, y), Tk )
x,y

(1)

where L(Ik+1 , Tk ) is the likelihood matching function,
(xk+1 , yk+1 ) the estimated target position at time k+1,
and Tk+1 the associated target template. The two target appearance models, Tk and Tk+1 , with coordinate
locations are used in the update module.

2.2. Multiscale Edge Detection
Diminishing the influence of background pixels is
important as the accuracy of orientation estimation
depends on a reliable edge map. A multiscale edge
detection approach is used based on [23] which developed a vessel enhancement filter based on an eigenvalue
analysis of the Hessian matrix across scale space. The
Hessian matrix uses second-order image derivatives,


Ixx Ixy
H(I) = σ 2
(2)
Ixy Iyy
where σ 2 is used to achieve invariance under image
rescaling [24, 25]. Let λ1 , λ2 be the eigenvalues and
e1 , e2 the corresponding eigenvectors of the Hessian
matrix with |λ1 | ≥ |λ2 |. The Hessian is computed after
convolving the iamge with a 2D isotropic Gaussian,
√
G(x, y, σi ) = (1/ 2πσi )exp(−(x2 + y 2 )/(2σi2 )) (3)

2. Feature-based Appearance Model
We consider that the object to be tracked is defined
by its initial appearance and associated set of feature
descriptors which are provided as input to the tracking
system. We denote the given sequence of images as Ik
where k is the frame number. The image patch or region, centered at (x, y), representing the target object
in the initial frame I0 , is denoted as T0 (x, y). Let us
denote a new template T1 as the region localizing the
target in I1 , and the variation between T1 and T0 as
V1 . Appearance variations can be modeled by changes
in shape and texture [22]. For our adaptive model, we
assume that the variations in shape and texture can be
modeled by an affine transformation matrix Ak , that
includes translation, rotation, scale and shear changes
between time k − 1 and k. When the variation in appearance Vk is significant then an appearance update
is performed. The following subsections describe the
appearance modeling approach that we use along with

where σi is the standard deviation of the Gaussian distribution for the ith scale. We use a suitable range
of scales based on target size and use the Frobenius
norm of the Hessian matrix at the maximum scale as
a measure of the second order structureness:
Ik,H (x, y) = ||H||F
(4)
q
= (max λ1 (x, y, σ))2 + (max λ2 (x, y, σ))2
σ

σ

The best scale at each pixel, σmax (x, y), is determined
by the maximum response of each eigenvalue. A range
of smaller scales is selected in order to supress bloblike responses which after thresholding will produce
an enhanced edge map while small scale responses in
the background are diminished using the second order
structureness [25].
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2.3. Orientation Estimation

Using the list of distances D from Algorithm 1 we sort
and find the best association of each peak in pk with a
single peak in p(k+i) . The resulting set of peak matching distances characterizes appearance confidence as,
(
1 − Dmin /T h1 , if Dmin < T h1
Conf =
(7)
0,
otherwise

We propose a robust way to estimate the orientation of vehicle objects based on the Radon transform
assuming that a reliable edge map is available using the
second order structureness image Ik,H from Eq. 4. The
Radon transform computes a projection of the image
as a sum of line integrals accumulating pixel intensities
along rays at a set of angles. The Radon transform
line integral, R(ρ, θ), maps the image to a new ρ and
θ space, where a ray is given as, ρ = x cos θ + y sin θ.
The Radon transform of the thresholded structureness
feature map, I˜k,H , at time k is defined as,
ZZ
Rk (ρ, θ) =
I˜k,H (x, y)δ(ρ − x cos θ − y sin θ)dx dy

where Dmin is the minimum value in the distance array
D and represents the best association among the set of
strongest peaks that in the ideal case would be zero
yielding the highest confidence value of one.

2.5. Ellipse-Fitting to Estimate Position
Once we have estimated the vehicle orientation and
have high confidence in the appearance model we can
localize the vehicle position more accurately. We
find the largest connected component [27, 28] using
the contours in the second-order structureness images
Ik,H (x, y) and Ik+i,H (x, y) from Eq 4. The assumption so far is that we have a good enough edge map
to describe the object shape and that we can extract
the object template using the largest connected component within the local neighborhood. After fitting an
ellipse to the largest connected component we estimate
the new bounding box Bk+i , which is desirable at this
stage since we initially assumed that the previous template and the new instance of the object have similar
shape parameters which may no longer hold true. The
effectiveness of this step is demonstrated in Fig. 2.

(5)
where δ(·) is the Dirac delta sampling function. Given
the Radon transform projections we can calculate the
variance of each profile (ρ varies while θ remains fixed),
Vk (θF ) ≡ V ar(Rk (ρ, θ = θF ))

(6)

The second derivative properties of the profile variance
function, Vk (θ), is quite robust as an estimate of local structure orientation [26]. We look for peaks in
the profile variance function by searching for a strong
minimum in the second derivative of the variance. An
example of vehicle orientation estimation using the proposed Radon transform method is shown in Fig. 1 and
its subsequent impact on target localization accuracy
by reducing the impact of appearance drift is illustrated in Fig. 2.

2.4. Appearance Update Confidence Value
A confidence value is used during the decision process to adaptively determine when an appearance update should take place to switch to the new template
model Tk+i and replace Tk . The confidence value is
adaptively estimated by selecting and associating the
highest peaks in the Radon transform function (Eq. 5)
across two time steps. Let us characterize the set of
strongest peaks (strength and angle θ ignoring ρ) at
two time points by lists p(k+i) and pk . Algorithm 1 is
used to establish peak-to-peak correspondences among
the set of strongest peaks in the transform domain.

Figure 2. Improved appearance model leads to more accurate position estimate for car C1 2 0 and a longer track.
The left image has a weak appearance model and leads to
early loss of track. The yellow square is the 150 x 150 pixel
search window; red plus sign is target localization.

3. Appearance Update Strategy

Algorithm 1 Radon Transform Peak Association

Appearance update strategies have a significant influence on the overall quality of the tracker by striving for high precision while increasing recall which is a
challenging tradeoff to achieve [19]. We maintain several update strategies and select between them based
on context and cues about the environment as well as
target behavior. The update strategy presented here

Input: pk+i , pk // List of peaks at two time steps with
a transform value and angle in degrees for each peak
Output: D // List of distances
1: for r = 1 → sizeof (pk ) do
2:
D[r] ← kN N (pk+i [:], pk [r])
3: end for
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Figure 1. Vehicle orientation estimation using the Radon transform. Top row shows original template C5 3 7, thresholded
second-order multiscale structureness map, resulting Radon transform, Radon transform profiles for theta = 1, 45, 90, 135.
Middle row is for template C5 3 7 rotated by 45◦ . Bottom row: Max peak in variance vs angle (wrt horizontal axis) plot,
shown in red, occur at 118◦ and 163◦ , for the two templates from which the change in orientation is estimated as 45◦ ;
corresponding transform profiles show the similarity in peak structure used for matching.

Algorithm 2 Appearance Update Decision

tries to address the stability and plasticity dilemma by
employing the use of information such as amount of
change in the pose and scale of the object, any illumination changes, and time interval since the last update.
Using the likelihood-based Eq. 1, one update condition,
(
Extract(Ik+1 , (xk+1 , yk+1 )),
Tk+1 =
(8)
Tk , if angleDiff ∈
/ [AL , AU ]

Input: Angle(Tt+i ), Angle(Tt )
threshAngleU, threshAngleL
//Allowed Upper and Lower angles in degrees
threshAngleC //Appearance confidence threshold
initT urn //Flag to denote initialized on a turn
updateAppStatus //Check frame count since last update
appConf idence //Object appearance confidence
Output: updateAppearance //Appearance update flag
angleDiff ← |Angle(Tt+i ) − Angle(Tt )| mod 180
updateAppearance ← 0
if initT urn AND appConf idence ≥ threshAngleC OR
updateStatus AND appConf idence ≥ threshAngleC
then
updateAppearance ← 1
return
end if
if angleDiff ≥ threshAngleL AND angleDiff ≤
threshAngleU AND appConf idence ≥ threshAngleC
then
updateAppearance ← 1
end if

checks angleDiff , the difference in orientation between
current and previous vehicle templates compared to a
user specified angle range. The function Extract(·)
returns an image patch centered at the given coordinates. Alg. 2 covers a more extensive set of tests.
Fig. 3 shows a case where active appearance updating
improves performance by incorporating changes in the
template model to maintain the track without drifting.

4. Evaluation Using CLIF
The impact of using adaptive appearance updating
on LoFT performance was assessed using the challenging CLIF dataset [20]. We used the same 14 sequences
as in previous papers [29, 2] which provide more details
about the targets and sequences. We point out that the
original CLIF sequences contain duplicated frames in
some cameras to compensate for missing frames which
adversely affects Kalman filter predictions of target position. LoFT v1.3F tracking performance in our tests
used the same modules for feature fusion (i.e. Hessian new) and Kalman filter motion prediction (off-

set) as described in [1, 2] without background subtraction, local registration (since the data was registered off-line), vehicle classification or MHT. We use
precision and recall scores as a metric where precision
measures the degree of repeatability of a video-tracking
result [30],
Precision =
340

|T P |
.
|T P | + |F P |

(9)

Recall is the ratio of the correctly tracked frames to
ground-truth frames,
Recall =

|T P |
.
|T P | + |F N |

ing to measurable improvement in tracking performance on challenging aerial WAMI sequences. Using
additional LoFT modules, incorporating multiple templates and on-line learning strategies offer further directions to improve overall performance towards longer
tracks of higher purity.

(10)

For a frame to be marked as correctly tracked for
precision-recall metrics, the center was required to be
within 20 pixels of the ground-truth center. We also
use the Missing Frame Rate (MFR) metric [29], with a
1% overlap between the tracking bounding box and the
ground-truth box as the match criteria; note that MFR
has no explicit penalty for the size of the box. Since the
two match criteria are different, M F R ≈ 1 − Recall.
Mean distance is defined as the distance between the
last tracked point in a track generated by a tracker to
the corresponding point in ground-truth. Note that
this metric does not penalize the tracker for the remaining ground-truth. Table 1 shows the tracking results with and without the update scheme. It can be
seen that the tracker using appearance updating consistently outperforms the one without the update scheme,
with average precision and recall being 3% and 6%
higher respectively. The average MFR is about 5%
higher with appearance updating.
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Image
Sequence
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24.7
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